
Source Report Recommendation Response
PCW Beginning Make changes to the opening scorecard: using the color green for 

conditional substantial compliance is confusing.
As in prior reports and responses to community comments, we maintain that the compliance label "Substantial 
Compliance - Conditional" and it's corresponding green highlight does not indicate that PPB or the City have 
substantially complied with the requirements of the Settlement Agreement paragraphs.  We use this label as a 
method of informing DOJ that, should the specific (often minor) conditions noted be met, we would recommend 
DOJ find PPB/the City in Substantial Compliance.  However, we re-affirm that conditional substantial compliance 
is not complete substantial compliance and have changed the words to the color yellow to underscore this 
distinction.

PCW Beginning The opening scorecard should provide a text summary of the pargraph. Unfortunately, the Settlement Agreement paragraphs are complex and not easily summarized in a few words.  
They are presented at the appropriate location in the report where the COCL provides an assessment of each 
paragraph.

PCW System 
Assessment

The report is missing detailed data on how many officers crossed 
specific threshholds in EIS (i.e. which force/complaint thresholds).

In the report, we collapsed the various force/compliant thresholds for the sake of presentation and clarity.  
Analyzing the data in further detail may be useful for PPB in restructuring their thresholds (see also our analysis 
of Par. 118/119), though as an overall system assessment, we believe that collapsing the thresholds into broader 
categories was appropriate.

PCW Training Section The report should provide specific content of training scenarios and 
videos.

Because some officers had not gone through In-Service at the time of our report, we cannot report on specific 
training, scenarios, or videos as this would undermine the training.

PCW pg. 48 The report should provide analysis of how redefining force last year 
may have affected EIS alerts.

We have revised our report to indicate the proportion of force threshold breaks which include a Category IV 
event.

PCW pg. 47 It is "bad math" to say that RU Managers receive 2.5 alerts per day.  
The Bureau as a whole receives 2.5 alerts per day.

We have clarified our statement to correct any misperception that RU Managers individually receive 2.5 alerts 
per day.  During a one-year period, 911 alerts were forwarded to all RU Managers, or roughly 2.5 per day.

PCW pg. 50 The report should not combine all force alerts into one category (it is 
not clear if the alert was for high frequency or ratio).

As noted previously, collapsing the various force/complaint thresholds was done for the sake of presentation and 
clarity in evaluating PPB's overall system.  PPB may consider evaluating the data in further detail when 
considering restructuring the thresholds.

 

PCW Pg. 53 The report should not combine all complaint alerts into one category 
(clarify which complaint alert). 

As noted previously, collapsing the various force/complaint thresholds was done for the sake of presentation and 
clarity in evaluating PPB's overall system.  PPB may consider evaluating the data in further detail when 
considering restructuring the thresholds.

PCW Pg. 52-56 The report should examine why out of 57 officers flagged for criminal 
complaint not one was counseled.

Because allegations which contain a potential criminal complaint are often still an active investigation when an 
officer is flagged, it is understandable that discussions with the officer cannot occur at that moment.  However, 
we maintain that discussions with officers may be beneficial at a later date and/or supervisors should be able to 
discuss trends with officers (if such trends are indicated by the data).

PCW Entire Report There has not been follow-up to a suggestion COCL made in the 2017 
report: to look at whether officers repeatedly charge someone 
subjected to force w/ resisting arrest.

In that report, we noted that "Resisting Arrest" was one area for PPB's consideration.  While we maintain that this 
is an area which may provide insight into future potentially problematic behavior by officers, we believe that PPB's 
multivariate approach they are now exploring is responsive to our recommendation that they expand the number 
and types of variables they are considering.

PCW Par. 117 / pg 50 COCL should not give substantial compliance- conditional to paragraph 
117, when PPB is not close to using EIS properly.

As with all other paragraphs with the "Substantial Compliance - Conditional" label, PPB/the City are not 
considered having substantially complied with the requirements.  However, should the conditions be met, our 
recommendation to DOJ is that they be found in substantial compliance.  We will continue to monitor the progress 
made on those conditions.

PCW EIS Section The COCL should not blame the Settlement Agreement for being too 
strict, since the Bureau has done many things not within the language 
of the Settlement Agreement.

Should PPB revise their thresholds in the manner that we have suggested, they would be directly violating the 
Settlement Agreement.  Although, in our opinion, alternative thresholds would be an improvement, we maintain 
that PPB cannot be faulted for complying with Pars. 118/119.

PCW Pg. 30 COCL should edit the language that says IPR can "reach" findings, 
when they really just recommend such findings. 

We have revised our report to indicate that IPR can recommend its own findings.

PCW Pg. 39 / Par. 86 The report should highlight how little of the TAC's  June 2017 Needs 
report made it to the Bureau's Nov 2017 audit. Only 2 of their 9 
recommendations were included.

Overall, we find that PPB has been open to community input from multiple sources.  Although not all of the 
recommendations were directly mentioned, others may have been indirectly addressed. We will continue to 
monitor this in the future.

PCW Par. 81 Similar to the PCW report, COCL should include a list of known 
databases and what they do in the appendix of the report.

For databases that are relevant to this report, we have attempted to define them in the body of the report.  

PCW Pg. 22 - 24 The report should include more details on the training scenarios so we 
know what PPB considers "realistic" situations.

As noted earlier, we did not present details about scenarios because such reporting would undermine the training 
for the students. Our team members were in agreement that the scenarios were realistic. 

PCW COCL should weigh in on the "ridiculous policy" of PPB not using its 
own incidents in Portland for training purposes. 

This position by PPB is consistent with training practices elsewhere. There are plenty of YouTube videos 
available to illustrate the precise points that instructors are making without resorting to their own cases.



PCW Par. 83 PCW has issues with the substantial compliance rating when there is 
no evidence that screening for officers who use excessive force has 
done anything.

In the Settlement Agreement, Par. 83 is a technical requirement of the PPB.  Although we would support PPB 
going beyond this requirement in selecting trainers (i.e. broader considerations for who should and should not be 
a trainer), they have nevertheless complied with Par. 83.

PCW Par. 83 There should be a follow up on a 2017 COCL suggestion for the Bureau 
to use a "common sense" standard to make exceptions to exising 
criteria.

The "common sense" comment in our 2017 report was in regards to PPB's requirement to "take into account" a 
trainer's prior civil judgement.  This has not occurred to date (and therefore no follow-up is possible), though if 
such an occurrence were to happen, we would review that decision using a "common sense" standard.

PCW Appendix COCL should rename the appendices for clarification. Numbering or 
calling them COCL-A, COCL-B, etc

Although the Needs Assessment has its own appendices, we attempted to separate COCL's appendices by 
including a separate header page for each appendix.  Each COCL appendix is also identified from the Table of 
Contents.

PCW pg 45-46 COCL should clarify/provide full names of acronyms. We have revised our report to include an updated list of acronyms.
PCW pg. 60 COAB is still mentioned in the Abbreviations Section, and PCCEP is not 

mentioned.
We have revised our report to correct this. 

PCW pg. 11 and 21 Training Advisory Council is incorrectly called a "committee." We have revised our report to correct this.

Town Hall Entire Report Someone should be watching over the training to make sure PPB 
officers are taking it seriously

PPB has implemented a system of training evaluation that we feel is adequate to capture whether officers are 
taking the training seriously.  This includes knowledge checks and classroom evaluations, among other 
assessment tools.

Town Hall Entire Report The report should separate PO complaints from citizen complaints. This information is not immediately found in the data, though we agree that it may be informative for the Bureau's 
internal assessment of its system.


